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The so called ‘‘p-adic analog of the field of complex numbers’’ Cp (see
[6, 7, 21]) seems to be a very interesting object to study, both from an
algebraic and an analytic point of view. Particularly interesting are its
closed subfields. A first account on them can be find in [7] (see also [14]
and especially [21]).
Here we try to give some new aspects and results on the elements of Cp
which are transcendental over Qp . These elements will be called simply
‘‘transcendental’’.
Our paper has six sections. In the first section we recall basic results,
definitions and notations. In the second one we define ‘‘distinguished
sequences’’ and prove that they permit to construct transcendental elements
and also to associate to any transcendental element an infinite set of numerical
invariants. Although the invariants of a given transcendental element do
not define it uniquely, they tell much about it.
In Section 3 we consider the conjugate class (or orbit) of a transcenden-
tal element. This orbit is compact and totally disconnected. In Theorem 3.7
we give an analytic criterion to determine the conjugates of a transcendental
element.
In Section 4 we deal with the so-called generic transcendental elements.
Let K be a closed subfield of Cp , infinite over Qp . According to [13],
there exists a generic transcendental element t of K, i.e. such that K is the
topological closure of Qp(t). Starting with a distinguished sequence [:n]n
which defines t we can describe the action of v on K, the residue field and
value group of K and the algebraic closure of Qp in K (Theorems 4.1
and 4.2).
In Section 5 we introduce a particular kind of generic transcendental
elements. Although Theorem 5.4 gives a criterion for two such elements to
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be conjugate this result is rather a criterion for two infinite extensions of
Qp to be conjugate.
In the last section we prove two main results: (1) For any t # Cp , Qp(t)
and Qp[t] have the same topological closure;
(2) For any complete subfield K of Cp , any generic transcendental
element t of K and any distinguished sequence [:n]n of t one can construct
canonically a orthonormal basis of K (as a Banach space over Qp), which
identifies K with C0(Qp)=[[an]n0; an # Qp for all n and that v(an)  ].
1. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND GENERAL RESULTS
1. Let p be a prime number, Qp the field of p-adic numbers and v the
natural valuation of Qp (see [6], [7], [9], [12]). Denote by Q p a fixed
algebraic closure of Qp and also by v the unique extension of v to Q p . Let
us denote by Cp the completion of Q p relative to v and continue to denote
by v the canonical extension of v to Cp . According to ([6] Section 2.7 or
[7] Chapter II) Cp is algebraically closed. Sometimes Cp is called the
p-adic analog of the field of complex numbers field.
By subfield of Cp or simply by subfield we mean a subfield K of Cp such
that Qp K. For any subfield K of Cp , we denote by vK , or simply by v,
the restriction of v to K.
Let K be a subfield. Denote by A(K) the ring of integers of K and by
M(K) the maximal ideal of K. Denote R(K)=A(K)M(K) the residue field
of K. If x # A(K) denote by x* the image of x in R(K). Also let us denote
by G(K) the value group of K. If KL are subfields, then one has in a canonical
way R(K)R(L) and G(K)G(L). In particular one has R(Qp)=Fp , the
field of p elements and G(Qp)=Z, the additive group of rational integers.
Also G(Cp)=G(Q p)=Q, the additive group of rational numbers. Always
one has: v( p)=1. The field R(Cp)=R(Q p) is an algebraic closure of Fp .
2. Let K be a subfield. Denote by K the completion of K relative to
v. Since Cp is complete, then K is canonically a subfield of Cp . In [14] (see
also [8] and [21]) is proved the following result:
Theorem 1.1. Let F(Q pQp) be the set of all subfields k such that
k/Q p and let F(Cp Qp) be the set of subfields which are closed. Then:
(a) The mappings defined by
F(Q pQp) % k ^ k # F(CpQp)
F(Cp Qp) % K ^ K & Q p # F(Q pQp)
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are inverse to each other each to other i.e.:
k & Q p =k
K & Q p
t
=K
(b) Let k, l # F(Q pQp) be such that lk is finite Galois extension. Then
l k is also a finite Galois extension and Gal(lk) is canonical isomorphic
to Gal(l k ).
(c) Let K, L # F(CpQp) be such that LK is finite and Galois. Let
l=L & Q p , k=K & Q p . Then lk is also a finite Galois extension and Gal(lk)
is canonically isomorphic to Gal(LK).
3. The elements of F(CpQp) included in Q p are exactly the finite
extensions of Qp . We shall say that K # F(CpQp) is transcendental if the
extension KQp is not algebraic, or equivalently [K : Qp] is not finite.
Since our goal is to study the transcendental closed subfields, we remark
the following result proved in [13].
Theorem 1.2. Let K # F(CpQp) be transcendental. Then there exists an
element t # K, transcendental over Qp such that K= Qp(t) .
An element t as in Theorem 1.2 will be called a (transcendental) generic
element for K.
Remark 1.3. If K is a transcendental subfield, then deg tr KQp (the
transcendental degree) is bigger than 1. Theorem 1.2 however gives us an
element which, alone, determines K.
4. Let : # Q p . Let us denote dim :=[Qp(:) : Qp] the dimension of :.
Let :, ; # Q p . We say that (:, ;) is distinguished pair (see [17]) if:
(i) dim :<dim ;
(ii) If # # Q p and dim #<dim ; then v(;&:)v(;&#)
(iii) If # # Q p and dim #<dim : then v(;&:)>v(;&#).
According to ([17], Theorem 3.1) one has the following result:
Theorem 1.4. Let (:, ;) be a distinguished pair. Then one has in a
canonical way:
(i) R(Qp)(:))R(Qp(;))
(ii) G(Qp(:))G(Qp(;))
If : # Q v , denote f (Qp(:)Qp)=[R(Qp(:)) : Fp] the inertial degree of :
and e(Qp(:)Qp)=[G(Qp(:)) : Z] the ramification index of :. According
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to the well known result dim := f (Qp(:)Qp) e(Qp(:)Qp) (see [6]) and
Theorem 1.4 one has:
Corollary 1.5. If (:, ;) is a distinguished pair, then dim :dim ;.
5. According to [19] for any ; # Q p denote $(;)=sup [v(;&a),
dim :<dim ;].
Remark 1.6. (see [17], Theorem 3.1). If (:, ;) is a distinguished pair
then v(;&:)=$(;).
By minimal pair over Qp we mean a pair (:, $) # Q p _Q such that for any
; # Q p , the condition v(:&;)$ implies dim ;dim :. It is clear that
(:, $) is a minimal pair if and only if $>$(:).
Let (:, $) be a minimal pair and let f be the monic minimal polynomial
of : over Qp . If :=:1 , :2 , ..., :n are the conjugates of : let us denote
#= :
n
i=1
inf($, v(:&:i)) (1)
If F # Qp[X] let F=F0+F1 f + } } } +Fs f s, deg Fi<deg f, 0is be the
f-expansion of F. Let us denote
w:, $(F )= inf
0is
(v(Fi (:))+i#) (2)
where # is defined by (1). According to ([2], Theorem 2.1 and [15])
the equality (2) define a valuation w(:, $) on Qp[X] and so on Qp(X ). The
valuation w(:, $) is the residual transcendental (briefly r.t.) extension of v
to Qp(X ) defined by the minimal pair (:, $). Moreover if we denote by
G(w(:, $)) the value group and by R(w(:$)) the residue field on w(:, $) , then
one has:
G(w(:, $))=G(Qp(:))+Z# (3)
Let e=e(#, Qp(:)) be the smallest natural number e>0 such that e# #
G(Qp(:)). Let r= f eh, where h # Qp[X], deg h<deg f and that v(h(:))=e#.
Then r is an element of Qp(X ) of smallest degree such that w(:, $)(r)=0,
and that r*, the image of r in the residue field of w(:, $) is transcendental
over R(Qp). Moreover one has:
R(w(:, $))=R(Qp(:))(r*) (4)
Remark 1.7. If (:, $) and (:$, $) are minimal pairs such that v(:&:$)$,
then w(:, $)=w(:$, $) (see [3], Section 1).
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2. DISTINGUISHED SEQUENCES
1. A sequence (:n)n0 of elements of Q p will be called distinguished if
(i) :0 # Qp
(ii) For any n1, the pair (:n&1, :n) is distinguished.
(iii) v(:n&:n&1)=$n&1  
Any distinguished sequence is Cauchy.
Let (:n)n1 be a distinguished sequence. Then for any n1 one has:
(a) v(:n+1&:n)>v(:n&:n&1)
(b) dim :n&1<dim :n
(5)
Proposition 2.1. Let t be the limit of a distinguished sequence (:n)n0
in Cp . Then t is transcendental over Qp .
Proof. First of all, we remark that for any n0 one has
v(t&:n)=$n (6)
Indeed, let m be such that m>n and v(t&:m)>$n . Then: v(t&:n)=
v(t&:m+:m&:m&1+ } } } +:n+1&:n)=$n .
Now let us assume that t is algebraic. Since v(t&:n)  , then by
Krasner’s Lemma (see [7], pag. 44) there exists n such that t # Qp(:n).
Then by (5)(a) and (6) one has:
v(:n+2&t)=v(:n+3&:n+2)>v(:n+2&:n+1)
a contradiction since (:n+1 , :n+2) is a distinguished pair and (by (5), (b)
dim tdim :n<dim :n+1).
Proposition 2.2. Let t # Cp be transcendental over Qp . Then there exists
a distinguished sequence (:n)n0 such that t=lim :n .
Proof. For any n0 we shall define a pair (:n , $n) # Q p_Q as follows.
Since t  Qp , the set M=[(t&:), : # Qp] is an upper bounded subset of
the ordered group Q. Let $0=sup M. We assert that $0 # Q. Indeed, let
; # Q p be such that v(t&;)>$0 . Then for any : # Qp one has: v(t&:)=
v(t&;+;&:)<v(t&;). Hence v(;&:)<v(t&;) and so v(t&:)=
v(;&:). Thus MG(Qp(;)), which is a discrete ordered group. Therefore,
there exists :0 # Qp such that v(t&:0)=v(;&:0)=$0 . Thus the pair
(:0 , $0) has been defined.
Let n>0 and let us assume that for any m<n the pair (:m , $m) has been
defined. We shall define the pair (:n , $n) such that
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(1) deg :n>deg :m for any m<n
(2) $n=v(t&:n)>$n&1=v(t&:n&1)
(3) If # # Q p is such that deg #<deg :n , then v(t&#)
v(t&:n&1)=$n&1.
Let B be the subset of Q p consisting of elements ; such that
deg ;>deg :m , any m<n
{v(t&;)>v(t&:n&1)deg ;&deg :n&1 is smallest
We remark that all elements of B have the same degree noted h.
We assert that in the set S=[v(t&;), ; # B] there exists an element
$n # S such that $n=sup S. Let us assume that this is not possible i.e.
(i) For any natural number q there exists ;q # B such that v(t&;q)q
or
(ii) The set S is upper bounded but do not contains sup S=$n .
Let us assume (i). Let fq=X h+a (q)1 X
h&1+ } } } +a (q)h be the minimal
polynomial of ;q . Since v(;q+1&;q)=v(;q+1&t+t&;q)q it follows
that the sequence [;q] is Cauchy. Now since v is Henselian, for any i,
1ih the sequence [a (q)i ]q is also Cauchy. Let ai=lim a
(q)
i and f =X
h+
a1 Xh&1+ } } } +ah . Thus v( fq(t))   and so f (t)=0, a contradiction,
because t is transcendental. Hence the situation (i) do not occur.
Let us assume (ii). Let ;, ;$ # B. Since [Qp(;, ;$) : Qp]h2 then G(Qp(;, ;$)
1(h2)Z. Thus v(;&;$) is a rational number whose denominator divides
(h2) !. Let [;q]q be a sequence of elements of B such that v(t&;q)<
v(t&;q+1), v(t&;q)<$n for any q and that the sequence [v(t&;q)]q
converges to $n . One has: v(;q+1&;q)=v(t&;q) and so for any natural
number d, in the interval ($n&1d, $n) there exist infinitely many rational
numbers whose denominators divide (h2) !. That is not possible. Hence
there exists s # S such that s=sup S. Let :n # B be such that v(t&:n)=$n .
By the definition of the pairs (:n , $n) it follows that the sequence
[:n]n0 distinguished and that $n   or equivalently t=lim :n .
Proposition 2.3. Let t # Cp be transcendental over Qp . Let [:n]n0 ,
[:$n]n0 be distinguished sequences of Q p such that t=lim :n=lim :$n . Then
(a) dim :n=dim :$n and v(t&:n)=v(t&:$n)=$n for any n0.
(b) If fn and f n , n0 are respectively the monic minimal polynomial
of :n and :$n , then:
#n=v( fn(:n+1))=# n=v( f n(:$n+1)), n0
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(c) e(Qp(:n)Qp)=e(Qp(:$n)Qp) and f (Qp(:n)Qp)= f (Qp(:$n)Qp)
for any n0.
Proof. (a) Since :0 , :$0 # Qp , one has dim :0=dim :$0 . Let v(t&:$0)
v(t&:0) and let s be choosed such that: v(t&:$0)v(t&:s&1) and v(t&:s)
>v(t&:$0). Then v(:s&:$0)=v(t&:$0)v(t&:s&1). Since the pair (:s&1, :s)
is distinguished we have s=1 and v(:1&:$0)v(:1&:0)=v(t&:0). Therefore
one necessarily has v(t&:0)=v(t&:$0).
Let n0 be a natural number and let us assume that for all mn one
has: v(t&:m)=v(t&:$m) and dim :m=dim :$m . Let us assume that dim :n+1
<dim :$n+1. Then v(:$n+1&:n)=v(:$n+1&:$n+:$n&:n)=v(:$n+1&:$n),
since (:$n , :$n+1) is a distinguished pair. Thus we see that (:n , :$n+1) is also
a distinguished pair. But one has:
v(:$n+1&:n+1)=v(:$n+1&t+t&:n+1)<v(t&:n)=v(:$n+1&:n)
Now the inequality dim :n+1<dim :$n+1 is not possible since (:n , :$n+1) is
a distinguished pair. Therefore we should have dim :n+1dim :$n+1 , and
by symmetry the equality, as claimed.
Let us assume, if possible, that v(t&:n+1)<v(t&:$n+1). Then
v(:n+2&:$n+1)=v(:n+2&t+t&:$n+1)>v(t&:n+1)=v(:n+2&:n+1). But
this is false, since (:n+1 , :n+2) is a distinguished pair. Therefore we should
have v(t&:n+1)=v(t&:$n+1), as claimed.
To prove (b) and (c) we remark that (:0 , ..., :n , :n+1) and (:$0 , ..., :$n , :n+1)
are both distinguished saturated chains for :n+1 (see [17], Section 4).
Then #n=v( fn(:n+1))=v( f n(:n+1)). But, since $n+1>$n one has:
v( f n(:n+1))=v( f n(:$n+1))=# n . Thus (b) is proved. Furthermore (c) follows
from the equality dim :n+1=dim(:$n+1) and from ([17], Theorems 3.1 and
3.2).
Remark 2.4. (a) Let t be transcendental and let [:n]n0 be a
distinguished sequence which converges to t. We shall say that this
sequence defines t. By Proposition 3.2 the numbers:
Dn=deg :n , n1
En=e(Qp(:n)Qp) n1
Fn=(Qp(:n)Qp), n1
$n=v(t&:n) n1
#n=v( fn(:n+1)), n0
depend only on t. They will be called the invariants of t.
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(b) By ([17], Theorems 3.1 and 3.2) one has:
Dn divides Dn+1 , n0
En divides En+1 , n0
Fn divides Fn+1 , n0
EnFn=D n0
$n<$n+1 n0
#n<#n+1 n0
The column infinite matrix:
D0 D1 } } } Dn } } }
E0 E1 } } } En } } }
P(T)=\F0 F1 } } } Fn } } }+$0 $1 } } } $n } } }#0 #1 } } } #n } } }
will be called the picture associated to t.
3. CONJUGACY CLASS OF A TRANSCENDENTAL NUMBER
1. A Qp -automorphism _ of Cp is continuous iff v(_(x))=v(x) for any
x # Cp . Let Cont(Cp Qp) be the set of all continuous Qp-automorphisms
of Cp . If _ # Gal(Q pQp), denote by _~ the continuous automorphism of Cp
which extends _. It is plain to see that the assignment: _ ^ _~ is an isomor-
phism of Gal(Q p Qp) onto Cont(CpQp). We shall identify these groups via
this isomorphism.
If K is a subfield of Cp denote Cont(Cp K)=[_ # Cont(CpQp), _(x)=x
for any x # K].
Remark 3.1. (a) For any intermediate subfield K one has: Cont(CpK)
=Cont(CpK ).
(b) If K is a complete intermediate subfield then one has:
Cont(CpK & Q p)=Cont(CpK).
The proof of (a) is obvious and the proof of (b) follows by Theorem 1.1(a).
If x # Cp , denote:
C(x)=[_(x); x # Cont(CpK)]
and call C(x) the set of conjugates or orbit of x.
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Remark 3.2. The mapping : Cont(CpQp)  C(x), (_)=_(x) induces a
bijection between the set of left cosets Cont(CpQp)Cont(CpQp(x))
and C(x). In particular C(x) is finite if and only if x # Q p .
Let t # Cp be transcendental and let [:n]n be a distinguished sequence
defining it.
Remark 3.3. (a) For any _ # Cont(CpQp), the sequence [_(:n)]n0
is also dinguished and its limit belongs to C(t). Conversely, if t$ # C(t),
then t$=_(t) for a suitable _ # Cont(CpQp), and t$ is defined by the
distinguished sequence [_(:n)]n .
(b) It is easy to see that any conjugate of t has the same invariants
and so the same picture as t.
2. For any n0 define in the set C(:n) the equivalence relation:
:n t:$n if and only if v(:n&:$n)$n
Denote C (:n)=C(:n)t and for any x # C(:n) denote x its image in C (:n).
Let H(:n , $n)=[_ # Cont(CpQp) such that v(:n&_(:n))$n]. Then
H(:n , $n) is a subgroup of Cont(CpQp), and H(:n , $n)$H(:n+1 , $n+1)
for any n1.
Remark 3.4. H=n0 H(:n , $n) = Cont(CpQp(t)). Denote Tn=
Cont(CpQp)H(:n , $n), the set of left cosets. The assignment: _H(:n , $n) 
_(:n) defines a bijection hn : Tn  C (:n). Let .$n+1, n : Tn+1  Tn the natural
mapping: .$n+1, n(_H(:n+1 , $n+1))=_H(:n , $n). Thus one obtains the
inverse system of finite sets and onto mappings:
I=[C (:n), .n+1, n=h&1n .$n+1, nhn+1]n0
The mapping _H ^ _(t) define in a natural way a bijection .&1:
Cont(CpQp)H  C(t). Let ."n : Cont(CpQp)H  Tn be the natural
surjection and =hn ."n..
Theorem 3.5. (a) The mappings n : C(t)  C (:n) define a bijective
mapping : C(t)   I.
(b) Let C(t) be topologised by the topology induced from Cp . Also let
us suppose that all C (:n) are equipped with the discrete topology and  I
has the topology of inverse limit. Then  is a homeomorphism of topological
spaces. Moreover C(t) is a totally disconnected compact space.
Proof. The proof of (a) is left to the reader.
The proof of (b) will be divided into three steps.
(1) For any natural number n, the mapping n : C(t)  Tn is
continuous. Indeed, for any x # C (:n) one has: &1n (x)=[_(t) # C(t) such
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that _(:n)=x , or equivalently v(_(:n)&x)$n]. Now if x={(:n), then
it is clear that v(_(t)&{(t))$n . Furthermore, if _$(t) is such that
v(_$(t)&{(t))$n then v(_$(:n&{(:n))$n (otherwise, an inequality like
v(_$(:n)&{(:n))<$n would imply v(_$(t)&{(t))<$n). Hence &1n (x) is
open in C(t). Since the topology on C (:n) is discrete, n is continuous (for
any n) and so  is also continuous.
(2) We assert that C(t) is a closed subset of Cp . For, let [_n(t)]n be
a convergent sequence of C(t) and let t$=lim _n(t). We must prove that
t$ # C(t). Denote .: Qp(t)  Qp(t$) the mapping defined by: .( f (t)g(t))=
f (t$)g(t$). For any polynomial f (t$) one has: v( f (t$))=lim v( f (_n(t))=
lim v(_n( f (t))=v( f (t)). So . is continuous and so it can be extended to an
isomorphism .~ : Qp(t)
t
 Qp(t$)
t
. Furthermore .~ define by restriction an
isomorphism .$: Q p & Qp(t)
t
[Q p & Qp(t$) , and this isomorphism define
an automorphism of Q p and so an automorphism _ of Cp . It is now clear
that the restriction of _ to Qp(t)
t
is just .~ and so t$=.~ (t)=_(t) # C(t), as
claimed.
(3) The mapping : C(t)   I is closed, i.e. for any closed subset
F of C(t), the set (F ) is also closed. For, let y # (F )
t
, the closure of
(F ). Denote .n :  I  C(:n) the natural mappings, and let y # (F )
t
.
Since all .n are continuous, for any n there exists yn # (F ) such that
.n( yn)=.n( y). Let _n(t) # C(t) be such that (_n(t))= yn . One has
n(_n(t))=.n( y). Since .n+1, n(.n+1( y))=.n( y), then v(_n+1(t)&_n(t))
$n . Thus [_n(t)]n is a Cauchy sequence of C(t) and so by (2) it
converges to an element _(t) # C(t). Since the sequence [ yn]n converges
to y, and  is continuous, then (_(t))= y, i.e. y # (F )
t
, as claimed.
Remark 3.6. From the proof of step (2) of point (b) in Theorem 3.5 we
can derive the following criterion of conjugacy.
Two elements t and t$ of Cp are conjugate if and only if for any
P # Qp[X], one has: v(P(t))=v(P(t$)).
3. At this point we give a criterion which permits to ‘‘separate’’ the
conjugates of t from the neconjugates.
According to ([17], relation (7$)) we know that the sequence of rational
numbers: [v( fn(t))Dn]n0 is strictly increasing and so it has a limit denoted
l(t). (This limit can be ). One has the following result:
Theorem 3.7. (a) If t$ # C(t) then for any n0 one has: v( fn(t$))=
v( fn(t)) and the sequence [v( fn(t$))Dn] has the limit l(t).
(b) If t$  C(t) then lim[v( fn(t$))Dn]<l(t).
Proof. The proof of (a) is obvious since t$=_(t) and so: v( fn(_(t))=
v(_( fn(t))=v( fn(t)).
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(b) Let t$  C(t). Since C(t) is compact (Theorem 3.5) the set
[v(_(t)&t$), _(t) # C(t)] has an upper bound $ and we can assume
v(t$&t)=$.
Since $n  , there exists n0 such that $n0>$. Let us denote: H=
[_ # Cont(CpQp), v(_(:n0)&:n0)$n0], K=Fix(H), and h=[K : Qp]. It
is easy to see that for any nn0 and any _ # H one has: v(_(:n)&:n)$n0 .
Therefore KQp(:n), and the set An=[_(:n), _ # H] is exactly the set of
all conjugates of :n over K. It follows that An has Dnh elements.
Now since v(t&t$)=$, then, for any nn0 and any _(:n) # C(:n) one
has: v(t$&_(:n))$, and so v( fn(t$))Dn$.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that for any _(:n) # An one has: v(t&_(:n))
$n0 and v(t$&_(:n))=$. Also, for any _(:n) # C(:n)&An one has:
v(t&_(:n))v(t$&_(:n)). (Indeed if v(t&_(:n))<$ then v(t$&_(:n))=
v(t$&t+t&_(:n))=v(t&_(:n)). If v(t&_(:n))$ then v(t$&_(:n))=$,
since the condition v(t$&_(:n))>$ implies v(t$&_(:m))>$ for any
mn0 , and so v(t$&_(t))>$, a contradiction). Therefore we can write:
v( fn(t))
Dn
h
$n0+ :
_(:n) # C(:n)&An
v(t&_(:n))
v( fn(t$))=
Dn
h
$+ :
_(:n) # C(:n)&An
v(t$&_(:n))
and so:
v( fn(t))
Dn
&
v( fn(t$))
Dn

$n0&$
h
, nn0
From these relations now follows the conclusion of the theorem, as claimed.
Remark 3.8. It can be proved that for any t$  C(t), the sequence
[v( fn(t$))Dn]n0 is finally increasing, and so it has a finite limit.
4. What can be said about the number l(t) defined at the previous
point? Now we shall give examples which show that this number is
sometimes finite, sometimes infinite.
Example 3.9. According to [17], Section 4, point 2, we can construct
a transcendental number t starting with the picture:
P=\
D0
E0
F0
#0
D1
E1
F1
#1
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
Dn
En
Fn
#n
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } } +
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where the natural numbers Di , Ei , Fi verify some divisibility conditions
(see [17], Section 2). Here the #’s are rational numbers of the form:
#i=si Ei+1 , where si is a natural number relatively prime to Ei+1 Ei . The
sequence [#i Di]i1 can be strictly increasing. Let us consider the concrete
example:
P=\
1
1
1
} } }
2
1
2
3
22
1
22
7
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
2n
1
2n
2n+1&1
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } } +
For t$ defined by the picture P$ one has necessarily: l(t$)=2. On the other
hand for t" defined by the picture:
P"=\
1
1
1
} } }
2
2
2
3
22
22
22
32
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
2n
2n
2n
3n
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } } +
one has: l(t")=.
4. GENERIC TRANSCENDENTAL ELEMENTS
We make here some remarks about Theorem 1.2.
1. Let t be transcendental and let [:n]n0 be a distinguished
sequence which defines it. Let w be the restriction of v to Qp(t). We try to
describe w using the sequence [:n]n .
Since (:n , :n+1) is a distinguished pair, the pair (:n , $n) is a minimal one
for any n0. Let wn denote the residual transcendental extension of v to
Qp(t) defined by (:n , $n). Thus with notations of [4] one has: wnwn+1 ,
i.e. for any F # Qp[t], wn(F )wn+1(F ).
Theorem 4.1. For any F # Qp[t] one has: w(F )=supn wn(F ) Moreover
one has:
R(w)= .
n0
R(Qp(:n))
G(w)= .
n0
G(Qp(:n))
The proof follows by ([4], Theorem 5.1) and by Theorem 1.4.
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2. For any n0 consider the subgroup H(:n , $n) of Cont(Cp Qp)
defined in the previous section and let us denote: Qp(:n , $n)=Fix(H(:n , $n)).
It is clear that Qp(:n , $n)Qp(:n). Let Mn=[Qp(:n) : Qp(:n , $n)). Since
(:n , $n) is a minimal pair, we have $n>$(:n) and so by ([19], it follows
that Mn= psn for a suitable natural number sn .
Theorem 4.2. The numbers Mn , sn and the subfields Qp(:n , $n) depend
only on t. Moreover for any n0 one has Qp(:n , $n)Qp(:n+1 , $n+1) and:
.
n
Qp(:n , $n)= Qp(t)
t
& Q p
Proof. If [:$n]n0 is another distinguished sequence which define t, then
one has: v(t&:$n)=$n , and v(:n&:$n)$n .
Since (:n , $n), (:$n , $n) are both minimal pairs, it is easy to see that
H(:n , $n)=H(:$n , $n). So Qp(:n , $n)=Qp(:$n , $n). Also Mn and sn are
uniquely defined by t since deg :n=deg :$n .
According to Remark 3.4, one has: Fix (H)=n Qp(:n , $n). On the
other hand, for any _ # H, one has: _(t)=t, and so _ is trivial on Qp(t) and
also on Qp(t)
t
. Hence Fix(H)$ Qp(t)
t
& Q p . Conversely if _ # Cont(Cp Qp)
is trivial on Qp(t) & Q p then it is necessarily trivial on Qp(t)
t
, and so the
distinguished sequence [_(:n)]n0 define also t. Then v(:n&_(:n))$n
for any n and so _ # H. Therefore Qp(t)
t
& Q p $Fix(H). The proof of
Theorem 4.2 is finished.
Corollary 4.3. Assume that for any n0 En is relatively prime to p
(i.e. Qp(:n)Qp is a tamely ramified extension). Then Qp(:n , $n)=Qp(:n) and
so Qp(t)
t
& Q p=n Qp(:n).
Proof. Since $n>$(:n), according to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [19]
it follows that Qp(:n , $n) contains the greatest tamely ramified extension
contained in Qp(:n), and so by hypothesis one has: Qp(:n)=Qp(:n , $n), as
claimed.
5. A SPECIAL KIND OF GENERIC TRANSCENDENTAL
ELEMENTS
Let K # F(CpQp) be transcendental and let k=K & Q p . Since K=k
(Theorem 1.1), for any transcendental element t # K there exist Cauchy
sequences [:n]n in k such that t=lim :n . Let us denote $n=v(t&:n), and
dn=[Qp(:n) : Qp].
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Remark 5.1. If the transcendental element t # K is generic (for K) then
for sequence [:n]n k such that lim :n=t, one has Qp(:1 , ..., :n , ...)=k
(i.e. the subfield of Q p generated over Qp by the elements of the sequence
[:n]n is just k).
Proposition 5.2. There exists a transcendental generic element t for K,
and a Cauchy sequence [:n]n k such that lim :n=t and that v(t&:n)&d 2+2=n+1
=v(:n+1&:n)&d 2+2=n+1   where =>0 is a given real number.
Proof. Let k=Qp(a1 , a2 , ..., an , ...) be such that v(an)0 and Qp(an)/
Qp(an+1). Inductively we shall construct a sequence :1=a1 , ..., :n+1=:n+
cn+1an+1, where cn+1 # Qp and Qp(:n+1)=Qp(:n , an+1)=Qp(a1 , ..., an+1).
We can choose cn+1 such that v(:n+1&:n)&d 2+2=n+1 =v(cn+1 an+1)&
d2+2=n+1   and v(:n+1&:n)>max[v(_(an)&:n) | _ # Cont(CpQp),
_(:n){:n] see [13], Theorem 2. It is clear that [:n]n is a Cauchy
sequence in k and that t=lim :n is a generic transcendental element for K.
Let us denote s(:n)=sn=(1dn) _ # Sn _(:n)=(1dn+1) _ # Sn+1 _(:n),
where Sn is the set of all embeddings (over Qp) of Qp(:n) in Q p . It is clear
that v(sn&sn+1)v(:n+1&:n)&v(dn+1). Now since for any \>0, one
has d \n+1&v(dn+1)  , then there exists a natural number n0 such that
if nn0 one has: v(sn&sn+1)&d 2+=n+1>v(:n+1&:n)&d
2+2=
n .
For any i1 let us denote si (:n)=sin=(1dn) _ # Sn _(:
i
n). Now if nn0
one has:
v(sin&s
i
n+1)v(:
i
n&:
i
n+1)&v(dn+1)v(:n&:n+1)&v(dn+1)
and so v(sin&s
i
n+1)&d
2+=
n+1>v(:n+1&:n)&d
2+2=
n+1 . It is clear that the
sequence [sin] converges to a p-adic number denoted s
i (t).
s1(t) will be denoted simply by s(t).
Let q1 be a natural number. For any 1 jq one has:
v(sn+ j&sn+ j&1)&d 2+=n+ j>v(:n+ j&:n+ j&1)&d
2+2=
n+ j .
Furthermore, one has
v(sn+q&sn)infqj=1 v(sn+ j&sn+ j&1)
infqj=1 [v(:n+ j&:n+ j&1)+d
2+=
n+ j&d
2+2=
n+ j .
Now let M>0 be a real number. Since limn  v(:n+1&:n)&d2+2=n+1  ,
there exists a natural number nM such that if mnM one has: v(:n+1&:m)
&d 2+2=m+1 >M. Now let nmax(nM , n0)=n1 . Then one has: v(sn+q&sn)
infqj=1[M+d
2+=
n+ j]M+d
2+=
n+1 , and so v(sn+q&sq)&d
2+=
n+1M. Now since
q is arbitrary, there results: v(s(t))&sn)&d 2+=n+1M. Now since q is
arbitrary, there results: v(s(t)&sn)&d 2+=n+1M, for any nn1 .
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Now since for any m one has: v(:im+1&:
i
n)v(:m+1&:m), then for any
nn1 one also has: v(si (t)&sin)&d
2+=
n+1M). Hence lim v(s
i (t)&sin)&
d2+=n+1   and this convergence is uniform (i.e. does not depend on i).
Remark 5.3. For any n, let ;n # Qp(:n) be such that v(;n)0 and that
v(;n+1&;n)&d 2+2=n+1  , and let lim ;n=u. Let us denote s
i
n(u)=
limn  (1dn) _ # Sn _(;
i
n)=lim s
i
n(;n). By repeating the above considera-
tions, with ;n instead :n , one obtain: limn  (si (u)&sin(;n))&d
2+=
n+1=.
Theorem 5.4. Let t, t$ be transcendental elements of Cp . Let [:n]n ,
[:$n]n be Cauchy sequences of Q p such that t=lim :n , t$=lim :$n and that
v(:n+1&:n)&d 2+=n+1  , v(:$n+1&:$n)&d n+1$
2+=  , where =>0 is a given
real number and dn=[Qp(:n) : Qp], d $n=[Qp(:$n) : Qp]. Let us assume that
both sequences [dn+1 d $n+1] and [d $n+1 dn+1] are upper bounded. Then if
si (t)=si (t$) for any i1, the elements t and t$ are conjugate over Qp .
Proof. According to Remark 3.6 it will be enough to show that for any
P # Qp[X] one has: v(P(t))=v(P(t$)). Let us assume, if possible, that there
exists P1 # Qp[X] such that v(P1(t)){v(P1(t$)). We can assume that
P1(X ) has integral p-adic coefficients and 0v(P1(t))<v(P1(t$)). Also we
can find a natural number e>1 and a p-adic integer b such that if we
denote P(X )=Pe1(X )b, then v(P(t))=0 and v(P(t$))>0. Furthermore it is
clear that v(P(:n+1)&P(:n))v(:n+1&:n)&v(b) and v(P(:$n+1)&P(:$n))
v(:$n+1&:$n)&v(b). Now for =1 , 0<=1<= one has:
v(P(:n+1)&P(:n))&d 2+2=1n+1  
v(P(:$n+1)&P(:$n))&d $2n+2=1n+1  
Hence lim P(:n)=P(t), lim P(:$n)=P(t$) are also transcendental over Qp .
Now since P(:n) # Qp(:n) and P(:$n) # Qp(:$n) we can consider the p-adic
numbers
si (P(t))= lim
n  
1
dn
:
_ # Sn
_(P(:in))=lim s
i (P(:n))
and similarly si (P(t$)), for any i1.
The considerations before Theorem 5.4 tell us that lim v(si (P(t))&
sin(P(:n))&d
2+=1
n+1   and correspondingly for t$. Thus by hypothesis
si (t)=si (t$), i1, there results: si (P(t))=si (P(t$)) for all i1.
Let kn=Qp(:, :$n). Then by hypothesis of the theorem one has: [kn : Qp]
dn d $nA1d 2nA2 d $
2
n , where A1 , A2 are suitable positive real numbers.
Let us denote ;n=P(:n), ;$n=P(:$n), T=lim ;n , T $=lim ;$n . One has:
sin(;n)=(1dn) _ # S(kn) _(;
i
n)=(1[kn : Qp]) _ # S(kn) _(;
i
n) and similarly
for sin(;$n), where S(kn) are all embeddings of kn in Q p .
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According to hypothesis one derives that:
[kn : Qp]1+=1(dnd $n)1+=1inf(A d 2+=1n , B d $
2+=1
n )
for suitable positive real numbers A, B. Thus it follows that for that for a
0<=2<=1 , one has:
lim v(si (T )&sin(;n))&[kn : Qp]
1+=2  
and correspondingly for T $. We remark that these convergences are
uniform with respect to i and so: v(sin(;n)&s
i
n(;$))&[kn : Qp]
1+=2  .
Let us denote: \n=[kn : Qp] and pj= pj (;n)=_ # S(kn) _(;
j
n). Also let
us denote: Sj=Sj (;n), j=1, ..., \n the symmetric fundamental polynomials
in the ‘‘variables’’ _(;n), _ # S(kn). Similarly we have the p-adic numbers
p$j and S$j .
According to the well known Netwon’s identities: (for any 1l\n):
pl S1 pl&1+ } } } +(&1) l&1 Sl&1+(&1) l lSl=0
one obtains: \n ! NknQp(;n)=Fn( p1 , ..., p\n) and correspondingly for ;$n , where
Fn has rational integer coefficients depending only on \n . Then according
to the above considerations we have v(\n ! NknQp(;n)&\n ! NknQp(;$n))&
\1+=2n+1  . Now since v(Nkn Qp(;n)=0 and v(Nkn Qp(;$n))>0 we have,
v(\n !)&\1+=n+1  , a contradiction since v(\n !)<\n .
Remark 5.5. Let k, k$ be two finite extensions of Qp . Then k and k$
are conjugate over Qp if and only if there exists : # k, :$ # k$ such that
k=Qp(:), k$=Qp(:$) and that Trk"Qp(:
i)=Trk"Qp(:$
i) for all i1, where
k"=Qp(:, :"). We now give a generalization of this criterion to the case of
infinite algebraic extensions of Qp .
6. DESCRIPTION OF Q P(T ).
1. Let [:n]n0 be a distinguished sequence of Qp and let t=lim :n .
For any n0 let fn denote the monic minimal polynomial of :n over Qp
and let Dn=dim :n=deg fn .
Denote by N the set of natural numbers and by A the subset of N (N)
consisting of elements s=(s0 , s1 , ..., sn , 0, ...) such that si<Di+1 Di . Now
define on N (N) the anti-lexicographically ordering: s=(s0 , ..., sn , ...)<s$=
(s$0 , ..., s$n , ...) if there exists a natural number t such that si=s$i for any i>t
and st<s$t . Then N (N) become a well ordered set. Now we consider A as
a well ordered set with the induced ordering of N (N).
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To any s=(s0 , s1 , ..., sn , ...) # A associate the polynomial Hs=
f s0
0
f s1
1
} } } f snn } } } . Furthermore denote by Ms or Ms(t) the element of Cp
defined by
Ms=Ms(t)=Hs(t)pqs
where qs is the integral part of the rational number v(Hs(t)).
Put the elements Ms in a sequence (M0 , M1 , ..., Mn , ...) according to the
order of A. Obviously for any s0 one has 0v(Ms)<1.
2. If [an)n0 is a sequence of Qp such that v(an)  , then the series
n0 an Mn converges. Let H(t) be the subset of elements of Cp of the form
n0 an Mn , where [an] is a sequence of Qp which converges to 0.
Proposition 6.1. H(t) is a subring of Cp . Moreover for any x=
n0 an Mn # H(t) one has: v(x)=infn(v(an)+v(Mn)).
Proof. For the first part it is enough to show that the product of any
two elements of H(t) also belongs to H(t). For that we remark that the
product MnMm can be represented as: i0 biMi such that bi # Qp and
v(bi)0 for all i0. Since the sequence [:n] converges to t, a trans-
cendental element over Qp , then for any polynomial F # Qp[x], there exists
an index q0 , such that v(F(t))=v(F(:q)) for all qq0 . Hence let q be
enough large such that v(Mn(t))=v(Mn(:q)), v(Mm(t))=v(Mm(:q)) and
that Mn(:q), Mm(:q) belong to the integral basis of Qp(:q)Qp defined in
Remark 4.7 of [17]. Then Mn(:q) } Mm(:q)= biMi (:q) and bi # Qp are
such that v(bi)0. Now since Mn(t) Mm(t)= bi Mi (t) the proof of the
first part follows in a canonical way.
For the second part, let x(t)=n0 anMn(t) be an element of H(t).
It is clear that the sequence xn(t)=in aiMi (t), n0 converges to x(t)
in Cp . Hence for an n0 large enough one has: v(x(t))=v(xn(t)) for
all nn0 . Let q0 be large enough such that for all qq0 , Mn(:q)
belongs to the integral basis of Qp(:q)Qp (see Remark 4.7 of [17]) and
that v(Mi (t))=v(Mi (:q)), in0 . Then v(x(t))=v(xn0(t))=v(xn0(:q))=
infin0(v(ai)+v(Mi (:q))=inf(v(ai))+v(Mi (t)). Since that is true for all
qq0 , the result of Proposition 7.1 is proved.
Proposition 6.2. For any transcendental element t of Cp , one has:
Q[t]
t
= Q(t)
t
.
Proof. First of all we shall prove that R(Q[t]) the residue ring
of Q[t], is a field. For that let [an]n0 be a sequence of Qp(t) & Q p such
that lim an=t. It is easy to see that we can assume Qp(an)/Qp(an+1)
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for all n0. Let F(t) be a polynomial such that v(F(t))=0. Since t is trans-
cendental over Qp , then there exists a real number M such that for large
enough n one has v(an&c)M, for any root c of F. Thus for all large
enough n one has: V(F(an))=0 and F(t)*=F(an)*. Let H(x) be a polyno-
mial such that v(H(an))=0 and that H(an)* F(an)*=1. Since this equality
is true for all large enough n, then v(H(t))=0 and H(t)* F(t)*=1.
Therefore R(Qp[t]) is a field, as claimed.
Obviously Qp[t]
t
 Qp(t)
t
. To prove the equality it is enough to show
that Qp(t)Qp[t]
t
. Hence let x=F(t)G(t) be an element of Qp(t). Since
v(G) is a rational number then for a suitable natural number q, v(Gq)=
qv(G)=s is an integer. Denote G0=Gqps. One has v(G0)=0. Since
R(Qp[t]) is a field, there exists H(t) a polynomial in t such that v(H)=0
and that G*0H*=1. Then v(G0H&1)>0 and so G0H=1&U, where U is
a suitable polynomial in t such that v(U)>0. Then one has: x=FG=
(FGq&1H)(GqH)=F (1&U), where F =FGq&1Hps. Hence we can write
x=F (1+U+U2+ } } } ) and so x=limn(1+U+ } } } +Un) F belongs to
Qp[t]
t
, as claimed.
3.
Theorem 6.3. For any t # Cp , transcendental over Qp , one has the equality:
H(t)= Qp(t)
t
.
Proof. According to the definition of H(t), there results that any element of
H(t) is a limit of polynomials in Qp[t]. Hence according to the Proposition 6.2
it is enough to show that Qp[t]
t
H(t). For that let [Fn(t)]n0 be a
Cauchy sequence in Qp[t] and let qn=deg Fn , n0. Consider first the case
when the sequence [qn]n is bounded. Applying several times the theorem
of division of polynomials, it follows that any polynomial F(t) # Qp[t]
can be written uniquely as: F(t)=i0 aiMi (t) where ai # Qp and Mi (t)
are the polynomials defined above. Now since the polynomials Fn(t)
have bounded degrees there exists a natural number s such that Fn(t)=
si=0 aniMi (t). Now since [Fn(t)] is a Cauchy sequence it follows (see
Proposition 7.1) that for any i, 0is the sequence [ani]n0 is Cauchy
and so has a limit ai # Qp . The element F=si=0 aiMi is a limit of [Fn(t)]
and obviously belongs to H(t) (In fact we have proved that the limit of a
Cauchy sequence of polynomials of bounded degree is also a polynomial).
Now let us assume that the sequence of degrees [qn]n is unbounded. We
can assume that the sequence [qn]n is strictly increasing. For any n we can
represent the polynomial Fn as: Fn(t)=sni=0 aniMi (t), where ani # Qp
and the sequence [sn] is also strictly increasing. Since the sequence
[Fn(t)]n is Cauchy, by Proposition 7.1 we deduce that for any i, the
sequence [ani]n is Cauchy. Let ai=limn ani . If limi v(ai)=, then we can
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consider the element F=i0 aiMi (t) of H(t) and it is easy to see that
F=limn Fn(t).
Now we show that limi v(ai)=. Let M be a positive real number.
Since the sequence [Fn(t)]n is Cauchy, there exists a n(M) such that for all
nn(M) one has v(Fn+1(t)&Fn(t))M. Now according to Proposition 7.1
one has necessarily for nn(M): v(an+1i&ani)M for all i. Particularly
v(an+1, sn+1)M. Then for all the elements of the sequence [am, sn+ j]mn+ j
one has v(am, sn+j)M and so v(asn+j)M for all j1. The proof is
complete since M was arbitrary.
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